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Summary
In this T-part artfulq the autlnr giues
his obseruatinrn of the good usage but
also of tlw abuse of benzodinzepines as
he eryerierrced it in pri,uate famib
pranttce. He describis the prescribing
hnbifs of the doctor, the personnliry
profile of thp patinnl the effects of the
drrrg and the interrelntin nhip between
these. The paradox between thp
expected effect of benzodinzepine and
the antunl resuJts, is well ilhtstuored
In Pat't, I, Itp shnws thnt a thorough
worki,rry krwwledge of uarinw phnr-
mamhl,netir and\tininat pararneters of
the benzodinzepirw deriuatiues is
essentinl for efftrierrt b enzodinzepine
therapy.

KEYWORDS: Drug Therapy Benzodia-
zepines; Drug Dependence; Physician-
patient Relations; Family Practice.

In paft II, he fouses on the
prwcribing dncnr ond his problems in
deciding tn commit his patient tn the
b enz o dinz ep ine alter atiu e.
i" Pii ttt-nn atttiuit the ffierent
Wes of patientA how th4t become
of tht uirious cycle of this therapy and
concludes wilh a few positiue
suggestinrn.

t have chosen bo classify the consumer profile of
I berzodiazepine usage into 3 groups, depending on the
reason for which the dtug is used The practical reason for
this classification is that the $oups act as predictors for
potential abuse.

GROIjP I

Those using aberlzodtazeprne derivative for a well-defined
medical or surgical condition e.g.
- Epileptic conulsions
- Orthopaedic muscular spasm

Here, the benzodiazepine derivatives are used for their
other properties, e.g. anticoruulsant properties, muscle'
relaxant properties. Usage very ralely causes the problems
as outlined in the "vicious rycle of benzodiazepine usage",
since the mental attitude of the patient towards his
medication is essentially of a non-neurotic nahle. ln
addition usage is usually short term. If, however, the
patient has a concommitant arxieff-related conditiorl
which seems to "cu.re" itself while taking the bervodiaze
pine for the other somatic conditior! and he has the irsight
and intelligence to relate cause and effect the vicious cycle
may be entered into, by the adoption of the psychological
machinations of the cycle as described
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GROUP II
Those using benzodiazepines "short-
term" (by intention) to minimise the
painful impact of a well-defmed
specific traumatic experience eg
- Death of a ioved one
- Divorce
- Business and financial crises

The protagonists for using a tem-
porary arxiolf'tic crutch in these
sibrations, reason that it is during such
periods of crisis that one is ofun
called upon to make far-reaching,
critical decisions. One therefore needs
a cool, calm head to reach the correct
decisions on problems which inevi-
tably flow from these situations,
without also having to contend with
the additional burdens of arxiegr,
insomnia and physical fatigue.

The antagonists Lo this view reason
that any unpleasant event or situatiorl
if it is to be effectively resolved, needs
to be confinnted, and one's psychora-
tionalisation process set into motion
The various stages of initial shoclr
disbelief and denial are followed, in
turq by anger, bargaining, depression
and finally acceptance of the situatiorl
with resolution of the conflict

Acceptnnce of the
situntian in its hnreh
rcaW is a prcrcqui-
site for tlw rcsolatinn
of rte eonflict and
wace

DuIIing of th,e ento
tinnnl impant by an
arffially ind,uned
aniinfuin prcteetiue
shieW will dpw t]18
patient's prc.'.l"ess in
coprre wilh the
cr6Ls

Failure to resolve these sihrations will
enable the problems to assume
chronic characteristics, while the
patient continues to use an anxio\'tic
in order to cope with thern

He then is classified as a Grcup III
patient
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Group II patients are more at risk to enter the vicious cycle
of berzodiazepine usage than those in Group I but are less
at risk than Group IIL

GROUPIII
Those using a beruodiazepine derivative, potentially long-
term for the heatment of

Personality disorde.rs (eg passive dependant)
Free-floating arxiety (intrinsically abnormal levels of the
cerebral inhibitory neunrtransmitter, Gamma Amino
Butgic Acid)
Chronic unresolved situational dishubance

i) Chrcnic marital disharmony
ii) Chronic business and vocational maladjushnent and

frushation Here the Peter Principles is often the
cause.

iii) Chronic financial inadequacy.
ig Chrpnic illness within one's immediate family circle,

or in oneself.

It is important to realise that a problem in any one of the
preceeding four areas, if unresolved, will inevitably lead to
the development of problems in the other three areas. For
example, an unresolved marriage crisis often leads to a
crisis in one's business aren4 with the consequent
development of financial shess and ultimately, health
decompensation By the same toker! a health problem
which is not accepted and psychorationalised, may lead to
business, financial and marital shesses.

The patients faling into this gnup are those who are most
"at rislC' to the deleterious effects of benzodiazepine usage,
and the promulgation of the vicious cycle. honically, it is
the goup which is most prevalenf and for which
benzodiazepine therapy is most universally accepted and
encouraged- The reason for the bad prognosis for
benzodiazepine therapy in this group is thal by definitior! the
problems are chronig with littte potential for spontaneous
resolution without intensive psychotherapy and psy-
chorationalisation

Having considered various aspects of the characteristics of
the drug, doctor and patienl let us corsider a few areas in
which the paradox of betuodtazepine usage becomes
evident ie that if benzodiazepines are used for any length
of time for psychological indications, the condition for
which the &ug is being used does usually not resolve, but,
in the absence of psychotherapy, deteriorates (see
Hypothesis ru page 169, June 1984).

Benzodiazepine therapy

Animal shrdies show that there is a greater I'r.rJnerabilif to
stress after long term consumption of benzodiazepine'

A similar phenomenon in man is suggested

Even after the immediate withdrawal phenomena has
passed, patients are more lu.lnerable to the stresses of life,
possibly because their coping mechanisms have become
afophied during the long period of drug therapy'".

i) Using a hypnotic for sleep dishrbance in the long-term
maintenance mould often results in tolerance,
incremental dosage regime, tachyphylaxis, increasingly
disfurbed sleep patberns, including frequent noctumal
awakenings and arxiefiz attacks, and the development
of new aruiety syrnptoms during the day. R.E.M. sleep
is often diminished and the patient is "always tired'.
While short-term hypnotics are exhemely effective
during a crisis, it is the psychological dependance on
the hypnotic, gradually acquired, which insidiously
alters the act of sleep into a conditional response to
ingestion of the hypnotic, which then becomes a pre
requisite without which sleep cannot occur. l/ltimately',
although one is totally dependant on the hypnotic to
fall asleep, the quality and length of one's sleep is
usually worse than that operative before the beginning
of benzodiazepine use.

Using a h.yprwtic for sleep
disfrrbanne insidiously dlterc
tlrc ant of sleep inn a cort
ditinrryI nesporr"se ta ingestion of
the h.ypnntin

Animnl sAtdies slww thnt tlterc
is a greater uilnerubfu ta
sfuss afur Inng tenry consurnp
tion of benzodinzepine.

ii) It is only a suspicion at presenl but one based on
recurrent observation of many of my patients, that
agoraphobic s5"rnptomatoloryt' with widely spread
phobic sihrational reactivity, often develops in Group
III patients who begin to take beruodiazepines p.r.n
(when necessary) in response to hitherto well defined
and cultivated arxiety-pnrvoking situations. There
often seems to be a rapid decompensation of the
patient s emotional stability coinciding with the
initiation of berzodiazepine usage. Ofterl a firlly-blown
agoraphobia develops, with the recognition and
formation of a host of new si[rational phobias, all of
which are temporarily conholled, when they occur, by
ingestion of a benzodiazepine. Thus, while the patient
actually is generally much worse since taking the drug
it is the only thing which brings relief short-terrru
during an acute arxiegr attack The patient begirs to
attach superhuman properties to his miracle pill He
carries them on his person with obsessive determina-
tior! hansfen:ing onto them his hope for surviving the
hazards of his phobia-filled day. His confidence in his
abfi5' to meet a certain situation economically in his
own shength becomes eroded with insecurif. He
rapidly becomes an emotional cripple.
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WhiIE tlw patiefi
antunlly is worce
since tnh@ the fuug
it rs the only th@
which bri,ngs rcIipf
slwrt term, furing an
anutp anxiety q#nnh.

This situation seems to develop
rapidly in the susceptible per-
sonality protoflpe (Group Itr
patients). These patients should
not be encouraged to use benzo
diazepines on a p.r.n basis,
because it is by experiencing the
magical effect that bernodtaze-
pines have on the palliation of
their primary phobia that they
become so emotionally and psy-
chologically dependant on them
that they cannot conceive of any
sihration being managed without
the ingestion of one of their
"happy pi[s". Again, it seems that
the paradox is demonshated; that
the patient's clinical condition
deteriorates once benzodiazepines
are used

rn) It is characteristic to see an
arxious patienl with serum levels
of berzodiazepines far in excess
of the recommended dosage due
to chronic usage, tolerance and
dependance. sitt ing in your
surgery, shaking with a fine
tremor. This, again is a para-
doxical sihration the very
sy'rnptom complex t}at one is
hying to cure seems to be grossly
exaggerated in the patient who is
on megadosages of these drugs.
Many may like to think that the
apparent regression is merely the
course of the nahlal history of
the syrnptomatolory, but my
impression is that the sympto
matolory seems to accelerate
much faster once benzodiazepine
therapy is inhoduced, particularly
if the patient is in Group IIL

The uery symptnm
camplpx tlwt one is
WW to ane seerras
to be exaggenated in
tlw patient wlw is on
megadnsages of
these dnqs
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In many somatic manifestations of psychological imbalance
due to the intemalisation of stess, the underlying disorder
is ofben a reactional or endogenous depression The arxiety
which is manifested is merely a syrnptom of the
depression As suctr, the therapy should be directed
primarily against the depression To use a cenfual nervous
system depressant such as a benzodtazepine in a primary
depressive disease will obviously compound the problerrl
and may explai4 to a certain exbent the paradox which is
observed in these cases. It is up to the prescribing
physician to make the correct diagnosis.

TUE VICIOUS CYCLE OF BENZODIAZEPINE
USAGE:
It should now be easy to understand the dynamics involved
in the formulation of this cycle. We have considered thp
characteristics of the three interacting parameters, namely,
the drug the doctor and the patienL It is the dynamic
inter-reaction behveen these three variables which gives us,
in certain cases, the correct set of circumstances which
would encourage the progression of events as depicted in
the cycle. The succeeding events are predictable and
ordered if one r-rnderstands the preceeding discussion

THE VICIOUS CYCLE OF BENZODIAZEPINE USAGE

ilCONFRONTATION OF PROBLEM
PSYCHORATIONALIZ ATION
ACCEPTANCE

COLI"APSE OF PERSONAIJ SOCIAL,
BUSINESS. PHYSICAL AND
PSYCHOLOGICAL EQI.]ILIBRII]M

ACUTE AN'ilETY CRISIS
CIIRONIC SITUATIONAL DISTTIRBANCE
FREF-FI,OATING AN)ilETY
SOMATIC MANIFESTATIONS OF AMOETY/DEPRESSION

REVISITATION OF THE PITYSICIAN
HIGIMR DOSAGES OF BENZODIAZEPINES
POLYPHARMACY

I
I

I
I

/ \ -
\ \

\ \
DETERIORATION OF SELF IMAGE
INSECURITY
DEVELOPMEI{T OF SECONDARY
SITUATIONAL CONFLICT
STRESS

VISff TO THE PRESCRIBING PITYSICIAN
who has compromised his standards
(due to the system's demands) in
order to survive

PRESCRIPTION OF BENZODIAZEPINES
(TIIE BENZODI.AZEPINE ALTERNATIVE)
instead of time consuming and emotionally
draining support psychotherapy and
rationalisation

EXCELI,ENT PRIMARY RESPONSE

REPEAT PRESCRIPTIONS
Both doctor and patient are relieved to have
achieved a t€mporary respite

TACFIYPHYLI,NtrS
TOI,ERANCE
DEPENDENCE
IIABITUATION
MEGADOSAGE
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CONCLUSION
To provide a solution to this multi-
factorial problem would be presump-
tious. However, there are five aspects
arising from this discussion which
would undoubtedly result in a more
effective outcome for the emotionally
compromised patient

1. Encourage a greater emphasis to
be placed on the shrdy of psycho
logical and emotional problems in
the medical curiculum This will
equip the gaduating doctor with a
more acute awareness of the pro
blems which he is likely to encoun-
ter in medical practice.

2. Change the remuneration system of
the medical practitioners in South
Africa - ie link rcmuneration to a
suitable unit of time, and not the
number of patients that are seen
This will allow the practitioner to
spend more time with his patients
and will encowage involvement on
a psychotherapeutic basis without
compromising his income.

3. Change the status of the berzodia-
zepines to that of a Schedule 7
drug, thereby increasing control
and making it less freely available.
Recent correspondence in the
Lanret has highlighted the tuemen-
dous political pressure which the
dmg companies have exercised in
successfrrlly preventing the schedu-
Iing of cerbain benzodiazepines
recently on a World Health Orgatri-
sation recommendationtt.

4. Educate and inform the general
public as to the dangers and
consequences of casual usage of
the drug.

5. Drug companies to frmd a with-
drawal cenhe, to enable those who
are ajready commitbed to han-
quilizer usage, to be weaned and
cured This will enable the drug
companies to "put something
back", and establish their bona
fides.
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